
The Mystery of Perlin Pattern P82

r;~;;;:;;;;;;;iil Jacob Kisner (#2168)

received four denominations of regular stamps and
two of the postage dues. Springfield, Massachusetts
received fourteen different denominations of pre
cancels.
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Perfin pattern P82, shown to the
left is attributed to the Pacific
Fruit Exchange, San Francisco,
California in The Catalog of Unit
ed States Petfins, There is no
further place of use given for P82
in the Appendix of the catalog.

Somewhere in print, one could probably find how
many of each of the twenty-one Bureau experimen
tals were printed for the orders for the 12,000,000
stamps. Inasmuch as sixteen denominations were
represented in the experimental, sixteen different
plate numbers (with eight positions each) could be
expected as a minimum.

And yet, a recent purchase of a cache of
US perfins netted me a small group of P82

patterns clearly postmarke d with twelve different
cities other than San Francisco, appare ntly the
home base ofthe Pacific Fruit Exchange. Alphabet'
ically they are Buffalo, NY; Denver, CO; EI Paso,
TX; Fresno, CA; Houston, TX; Los Angeles. CA;
New York, NY; Omaha, NB; Portland OR, Kansas
City, KS; Sacramento, CA; and Saint Louis, MO.

Peter Heydt (IPSC # 734) ment ioned at Ottawa
that John R. Broker, Jr. (lPSC #886) stated that
there have been only nine reports of Bureau Experi
mental Plate Numbers . Not only does the stamp
illustrated below show plate number #7753, but it
also has a partial of the United Fruit Company's
perfin patte rn "UFC:
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Back in 1916, in connection with attempts to
develop a system of producing precancels, the
Uni ted States Bureau of Engraving and Printing was
awarded contracts to provide four million stamps to
each of three post offices. Augusta, Maine received
one denomination. New Orleans, Louisiana

Now, what is going on here? Were the P82
stamps, mostly punched in the early 4< browns,
Scott Catalogue type A410, provided to customers
for a business response -- or were they used by
traveling representatives of the Pacific Fruit Ex
change? And why was the 4< brown, a higher
value stamp at the time, used instead of the usual
2. or 1< stamp which was in common use for first
class or circular mail.

Here we have an obvious mystery; a perplexing
puzzle which I pass on to other members of the
Perfin Club to solve. Perhaps, those of you who
have covers with pattern P82 can relate what "cor
ner cards", if any, appear on the covers. Why was
pattern P82 used in (at least) twelve other cities in
addition to that of its home base in San Francisco?

Bureau Experimental Plate # Single
Surfaces at Ottawa Meeting:

Repri!,ted from Illinois Precancel News, Septem
ber/ October 1994, p. 280-11, with permission of the
Editor Earl Ratzer.
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